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In this paper Creamer’s 1996. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 99, 2825–2838 transport equation for the
mode amplitude coherence matrix resulting from coupled mode propagation through random fields
of internal waves is examined in more detail. It is shown that the mode energy equations are
approximately independent of the cross mode coherences, and that cross mode coherences and mode
energy can evolve over very similar range scales. The decay of cross mode coherence depends on
the relative mode phase randomization caused by coupling and adiabatic effects, each of which can
be quantified by the theory. This behavior has a dramatic effect on the acoustic field second
moments like mean intensity. Comparing estimates of the coherence matrix and mean intensity from
Monte Carlo simulation, and the transport equations, good agreement is demonstrated for a 100-Hz
deep-water example. © 2009 Acoustical Society of America. DOI: 10.1121/1.3158818
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Numerous observations and numerical studies have
shown that random internal-wave-induced sound-speed per-
turbations in both shallow- and deep-water environments can
cause significant changes in the mean acoustical intensity
relative to the unperturbed intensity. Examples in deep-water
problems are the depth broadening of the acoustic finale
Worcester et al., 1994; Colosi et al., 1994; Colosi and
Flatté, 1996; Worcester et al., 1999 and the so-called deep
shadow zone arrivals Dushaw et al., 1999; Flatté and Co-
losi, 2008; Van Uffelen et al., 2009. For shallow-water
problems, on the other hand, the acoustic arrivals are seen to
have significant time spreading Tielburger et al., 1997; Fre-
dricks et al., 2005 which could be due to both random linear
internal waves and nonlinear internal solitary waves. Lack-
ing, however, has been a theoretical understanding of the
dominant acoustic scattering physics leading to the mean re-
distribution of the acoustical energy. This theoretical under-
standing is prerequisite to formulating a useful reduced phys-
ics model to predict such effects without having to resort to
time consuming Monte Carlo simulations. Available theoret-
ical models to understand this behavior have fallen short:
Path integral results have been shown to break down at long
range due to the instability of the unperturbed ray path Co-
losi et al., 1999; Beron-Vera et al., 2003, and ray chaos
methods cannot accurately predict intensity. Coupled mode
approaches are thus promising. The seminal work of
Creamer 1996 first introduced a transport equation for the
cross mode coherence matrix, a necessary ingredient for the
calculation of second moments like mean intensity. However
in that work, the coherence terms were neglected in order to
study the asymptotic evolution of mode energy, the diagonal
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Ostashev 2006, 2009 has refocused on the coherence ma-
trix and has included out-of-plane coupling effects to predict
horizontal coherence.
As a first step toward gaining further physical under-
standing of the aforementioned observed intensity, theoreti-
cal results for the mean intensity at a single frequency are
presented in this paper utilizing the simple two-dimensional
2D results of Creamer 1996. The normal mode frame-
work developed by Dozier and Tappert 1978a, 1978b and
extended by Dozier 1983 and Creamer 1996 takes advan-
tage of the facts that 1 the coupling is weak i.e., there is
small angle forward scattering and 2 that the Markov ap-
proximation is valid. Within this framework, this paper
delves somewhat more deeply into the transport equation for
the cross mode coherence matrix to underscore some points
not previously appreciated. In particular, it is shown that the
decay of cross mode coherences is controlled by terms in the
equations associated with adiabatic and mode coupling in-
duced phase randomization. In the deep-water cases ad-
dressed here, the coupling effects dominate, and thus mode
energy and cross mode coherence evolve over similar range
scales; a result contrary to conventional speculation in the
literature Dozier and Tappert, 1978a, 1978b; Creamer,
1996. Second it is shown that the evolution equation for the
modal energies is insensitive to the actual values of the off-
diagonal terms or cross mode coherences. This result ex-
plains the successful predictions of modal energies using
theory which neglects cross mode coherence terms Dozier
and Tappert, 1978a, 1978b; Creamer, 1996. Finally using
Monte Carlo simulation techniques for a deep-water example
© 2009 Acoustical Society of America63/1026/10/$25.00
the cross mode coherence matrix evolution equations are
shown to produce accurate predictions of mean intensity out
to very long range.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II de-
scribes the evolution equation for the cross mode coherence
matrix. Section III addresses the mode energy observable
and its connection to the off-diagonal cross mode coher-
ences. Section IV gives a two mode example which helps
understand the nature of the solutions to the evolution equa-
tion, while Sec. V demonstrates the accuracy of the method
for predicting mean intensity. Section VI gives brief sum-
mary and conclusions.
II. 2D COUPLED MODE THEORY
The acoustic pressure at frequency  is expressed in
terms of the normal mode expansion Creamer, 1996
pr,z; = 
n=1
N
anrnz
knr
, 1
where the unperturbed normal mode equation,
0z /z0
−1zn /z+ k¯2z−kn
2n=0, gives the eigen-
modes n and eigenwavenumbers kn, and all the variability is
contained in the mode amplitude an. Here the background
density is 0z, and sound speed is cr ,z= c¯z+cr ,z,
with k¯z= / c¯z. Without any loss of generality the modal
wavenumber can be considered to have a small complex
component from attenuation such that ln=kn+ in. In addition
it is useful to define a reduced modal amplitude quantity that
removes the rapid oscillations in range so that nr
=anre−ilnr with the result that the mean intensity for weak
attenuation is given by
Ir,z = 	pr,z	2
= 
n=1
N

p=1
N
np
*r
eiln−lp
*r
r
nzpz
knkp
, 2
where np
*r is the cross mode coherence matrix. Here
the importance of the cross mode coherences to the mean
intensity observable is clearly evident. Figure 1 shows ex-
ample calculations of deep-water 100-Hz directed beam
propagation with and without ocean internal-wave-induced
sound-speed perturbations for simulation details see the Ap-
pendix. The spatial coherence of the perturbed and mean
intensity beams in depth and range for the first
500–1000 km shows visually that the cross mode coherence
is not decaying rapidly with range. After 1000-km range a
smooth nearly featureless mean intensity pattern is seen to be
due to an absence of cross mode coherence. Morozov and
Colosi 2005, 2007 showed other numerical examples of
100-, 125-, and 250-Hz directed beam propagation through
ocean internal waves in a deep-water environment which
have a similar character. It should be noted that some simple
analytic estimates describing cross mode coherences have
been derived using the ray-mode duality Virovlyanskii,
1989; Virovlyanskii et al., 1989.
Dozier 1983 and Creamer 1996 showed that the
coupled mode equations for small attenuation are
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dr
= − i
m=1
N
mnreilmnrmr , 3
where lmn= lm− ln=kmn+ imn, and the symmetric coupling
matrix mnr is given by
mnr =
k0
2
knkm


0
D nzmz
0z
r,zdz . 4
Here k0 is a reference wavenumber, D is the water depth, and
r ,z=cr ,z /c0 is the random fractional sound-speed
fluctuation, assumed zero in the seabed. This equation accu-
rately models wide angle propagation in the sound channel.
A. Correlation function of the coupling matrix
The correlation function of the coupling matrix will be
central to this analysis. Writing z ,r in terms of a linear
superposition of internal waves with mode number j and
Cartesian horizontal wavenumber kr, the coupling matrix be-
comes
mnr =
0k0
2
kmkn


0
D
dzNzN0 
3/2nzmz
0z

j=1
	
hj sin
jzˆz

−	
	
dkrbjkreikrr, 5
where Nz is the buoyancy frequency profile, 0 is a refer-
ence rms fractional sound speed, hj and bjkr are complex
Gaussian random variables, and zˆz is the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin-Jeffreys WKBJ stretched vertical coordinate
Colosi and Brown, 1998. Multiplying by qp
* r− and tak-
ing the expectation value the result is
mn,qp = mnrqp
* r − 
= 
j=1
	
	hj	2GmnjGqpj

−	
	
dkr	bjkr	2e−ikr,
6
where
Gmnj = 0k02 2knkm
0
D
dzNzN0 
3/2
sin
jzˆznzmz
0z
, 7
and from the Garrett-Munk GM spectrum the expressions
are
	hj	2 =
1
Mj
1
j2 + j2
,*
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	bjkr	2 =
2

2
 kjkr2 + kj2
+
1
2
kr
2
kr
2 + kj
23/2
log kr2 + kj21/2 + kj
kr
2 + kj
21/2 − kj


1


kˆ j
kˆ j
2 + kr
2
, 8
with Mj
−1
= j=1
	 j2+ j
*
2 −1, kj =
f j /N0B, kˆ j2=2kj2, N0B
=0
DNzdz, and f is the Coriolis parameter Morozov and
Colosi, 2007. Using the approximation in the last line of Eq.
8 a useful and accurate approximate form of the correlation
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 = 
j=1
	
	hj	2GmnjGqpje−k
ˆ j		
. 9
The matrices involved in the cross-mode coherence transport
equation involve integrals over the correlation function
mn,qp of the form
Imn,qp = 

0
	
dmn,qpeilpq. 10
Some useful symmetry properties of Eq. 10 are Imn,qp
= Inm,qp and Imn,pq= Imn,qp
*
. For zero attenuation, the real part
of this function is closely related to the wavenumber spec-
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FIG. 1. Acoustic beams from 100-Hz
numerical simulations using the ca-
nonical ocean described in the Appen-
dix. The upper panel displays the un-
perturbed acoustical beam while the
middle panel shows a realization of
the beam propagation through a ran-
dom realization of internal-wave-
induced sound-speed perturbations.
The lower panel shows the mean in-
tensity averaged over 500 realizations
of the internal wave field. Cylindrical
spreading is not included in the mean
intensity. The intensity scale is decibel
referenced to the maximum value.trum of the coupling matrix, that is,
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1


ReImn,qp = ˆmnˆqp
* kpq =
1
2


−	
	
dmn,qpeikpq.
11
This function then is associated with resonance conditions
that pick out specific internal wave wavenumbers that con-
tribute to mode coupling. In addition for q= p this function
has the important physical interpretation in terms of a corre-
lation length in the horizontal, that is, LHmn , p
= Imn,pp /mn,pp0. When attenuation is added to the picture
the resonance is shifted so that different wavenumbers con-
tribute to the coupling Colosi, 2008. Using the approximate
correlation function in Eq. 9, the transport matrix has a
useful analytic form
Imn,qp = 
j=1
	
	hj	2GmnjGqpj
kˆ j + pq + ikpq
kˆ j + pq2 + kpq
2
, 	pq	 kˆ j ,
12
where the attenuation shifting of the resonance is evident.
B. Cross-mode coherence transport equation: A
heuristic derivation
Creamer’s 1996 transport equation for cross-mode co-
herence was derived using the assumptions of small angle
scattering and the Markov approximation, yet while the deri-
vation is formally rigorous, relying on operator methods, it is
somewhat opaque with regard to the physical assumptions.
Thus we provide here a heuristic derivation of the same
equation that, for some, may better elucidate the physical
concepts.
Using Eq. 3 the cross-mode coherence equation is
dnp
*
dr
= p
*
dn
dr
+ n
dp
*
dr
= − i
m=1
N
mnreilmnrmp
*
− mpre−ilmp
* rnm
* .
13
For small angle scattering the coupling matrix itself is small,
so it is useful to solve Eq. 13 by iteration Sakurai, 1985.
Each order of the iterated solution is interpreted physically in
terms of multiple scattering, so to second order second order
scattering the solution is
np
*r
= np
*0− 
m=1
N

q=1
N 

0
r
dr

0
r
drqp
*0mnrqmr
eilmnr+lqmr − mq
*0mnrqpreilmnr−lqp
* r
− qm
*0mprqnre−ilmp
* r−lqnr
+ nq
*0mprqmre−ilmp
* r+lqm
* r , 14
where r is the range. The first order terms have been left out
of Eq. 14 because they will drop out when the expectation
value is taken since mn=0. Here the objective is to derive
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as a function of range which may include many correlation
lengths of the random sound-speed structure. We make use
of Eq. 14 and conceptually consider the change in the co-
herence matrix over a distance r when some initial field
np
*0 is incident upon a section of sound-speed fluctua-
tions. The range r is loosely defined such that rrc with rc
the largest correlation length of any of the coupling matrix
terms. Taking the expectation value of Eq. 14 and making
the reasonable assumption that the initial coherence matrix is
uncorrelated with the subsequent coupling matrices, the re-
sult is
npr = np0 − 
m=1
N

q=1
N 

0
r
dr

0
r
drqp0mn,qm
eilmnr+lqmr − mq0mn,qpeilmnr−lqp
* r
− qm0mp,qne−ilmp
* r−lqnr
+ nq0mp,qme−ilmp
* r+lqm
* r , 15
where np= nrp
*r, mn,qp are the correlation functions
of the coupling matrices previously discussed, and =r−r.
Changing the r integration variable to , assuming that r
rc so that the  integration limit can go to infinity, and
differentiating with respect to r the final transport equation is
dnpr
dr
= − 
m=1
N

q=1
N
qprImn,qmeilqnr
− mqrImn,qp
* eilmnr−lqp
* r
− qmrImp,qne−ilmp
* r−lqnr + nqrImp,qm
* e−ilqp
* r ,
16
where the Imn,qm matrices are given by Eq. 10,1 Importantly
on the right-hand side of Eq. 16 the initial coherence ma-
trices np0 have been replaced with the value at range r.
This approximation is justified for two reasons. First, consid-
ering propagation through multiple correlation lengths the
initial field must change with range, and second np0
npr because the first correction is at second order. The
derivation of this transport equation involves the Markov
approximation Van Kampen, 1981; Creamer, 1996; Henyey
and Ewart, 2006 since it is assumed that rrc but in the end
r is taken to be infinitesimally small; the coupling matrices
are thus assumed to be delta correlated. Also, as previously
discussed, the present derivation assumes small-angle scat-
tering because only terms to second order are retained in Eq.
13. The conceptual derivation just described can be ob-
tained more rigorously using operator methods see Van Ka-
mpen, 1981 and Creamer, 1996, and Eq. 16 can also be
derived by assuming Gaussian statistics for mn Morozov
and Colosi, 2007.
The right-hand side of this equation has factors that de-
pend on r, making numerical or further theoretical progress
difficult. The r dependence can be removed by undoing the
ilnr 2transformation n=ane ; the result is
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danap
*r
dr
= iln − lp
*anap
* − 
m=1
N

q=1
N
aqap
*Imn,qm
− amaq
*I
mn,qp
*
− aqam
*Imp,qn
+ anaq
*I
mp,qm
*  . 17
Equation 17 has been shown to be consistent with the
cross-mode coherence equation obtained by Voronovich and
Ostashev 2009 when they neglect azimuthal coupling
Voronovich and Ostashev, personal communication. The
determination of regimes in which the present 2D approxi-
mation breaks down and a fully three-dimensional 3D treat-
ment is needed is an interesting area of future research.
III. MODE ENERGY
An acoustic observable that has received much attention
since the seminal paper by Dozier and Tappert 1978a,
1978b is the mode energy or 	an	2 Creamer, 1996; Colosi
and Flatte, 1996; Tielburger et al., 1997; Wage et al., 2005.
For the case of weak attenuation a state of equipartitioning of
modal energy is understood to be a modal manifestation of
full saturation Flatté et al., 1979. However, theoretical
work to date has not been able to address the influences of
the cross-mode coherences on the modal energy evolution.
From Eq. 17 the evolution of the mode energy is given by
d	an	2
dr
+ 2n	an	2 = 
m=1
N
	am	2fmn − 	an	2gmn
− 
m=1
N

q=1,qn
N
2 Reaqan
*Imn,qm
+ 
m=1
N

q=1,qm
N
2 Reaqam
*Imn,qn ,
18
where the diagonal contributions single sum terms have
been separated from the cross-mode coherence contributions
double sums. In this equation the important matrices are
fmn = 2 ReImn,nm = 2

0
	
dmn,mncoskmne+mn
19
and gmn=2 ReImn,mn. Because the matrices fmn and gmn are
positive definite quantities, whereas the terms
Reaqan
*Imn,qm and Reaqam
*Imn,qn are highly oscillatory
functions of the indices, the mode energy evolution equa-
tions are insensitive to the cross-mode coherences; this fact
will be exemplified shortly with a numerical example. There-
fore, ignoring the cross-mode coherence terms and assuming
that the attenuation is weak enough that the variation in the
exponentials in fmn and gmn are weak over the short correla-
tion length of the coupling matrix3 Creamer, 1996, the
mode energy equations become
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r
+ 2n	an	2 = 
m=1
N
fmn	am	2 − 	an	2 . 20
In this approximation the matrix fmn=gmn=2
	ˆmnk
=kmn	2 reveals the important resonance condition described
by Dozier and Tappert 1978a, 1978b in which only internal
waves whose horizontal wavenumber matches the beat
wavenumber kmn contribute to the coupling between modes
m and n. Here 	ˆmnk=kmn	2 is the wavenumber spectrum
of the coupling matrix between modes n and m. Equation
20 was obtained by Creamer 1996 and with n=0, Dozier
and Tappert’s 1978a, 1978b “master equations” are recov-
ered.
For the deep-water example demonstrated in Fig. 1, a
comparison of the mode energies computed by the Dozier
Tappert’s 1978a, 1978b equations and the full evolution
equations including the coherences is shown in Fig. 2 see
the Appendix for computational and environmental param-
eters. Here it is seen that aside from some small oscillations
the Dozier Tappert’s 1978a, 1978b results closely models
the solution to the full equations. In Fig. 2 mode energies in
the neighborhood of mode 20 are considered since our initial
condition gives mode 20 the largest initial energy. Other cal-
culations that have been done at different frequencies, source
depths, and point source initial conditions show the same
behavior as in Fig. 2, and therefore the result appears to be
quite robust.
IV. A TWO-MODE EXAMPLE
A two-mode example is useful toward gaining an under-
standing of the structure of the evolution equations and the
relative rates of change in mode energy and coherence as a
function of range. Using Eq. 17 and the approximation
from Sec. III that the attenuation is weak enough to be ig-
nored in the Imn,pq terms, it is found that several terms sim-
plify to yield the three evolution equations:
d	a1	2
dr
+ 21	a1	2 = 2 ReI12,12	a2	2 − 	a1	2
+ 2I21,11 − I21,22Rea1a2
* ,
21
d	a2	2
dr
+ 22	a2	2 = 2 ReI12,12	a1	2 − 	a2	2
+ 2I21,22 − I21,11Rea1a2
* ,
22
da1a2
*
dr
+ il2
*
− l1a1a2
*
= − I11,11 + I22,22 − 2I11,22 + 2I12,12a1a2
*
+ I11,21 − I22,21	a1	2 + I22,21 − I11,21	a2	2 .
23
In Eqs. 21 and 22 as previously noted the effect of the
*coherence should be small because Rea1a2  oscillates.
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Further it can be noted in this two-mode example that the
terms I21,11− I21,22 and I11,21− I22,21 can also be small if the
projection of the sound-speed fluctuations on the two-mode
functions quantified through the functions Gmnj is not a
strong function of mode number. If this is the case the last
terms in Eqs. 21–23 can be ignored, yielding coupled
equations for the mode energies and a single equation for the
coherence,
d	a1	2
dr
+ 21	a1	2 = 2 ReI12,12	a2	2 − 	a1	2 , 24
d	a2	2
dr
+ 22	a2	2 = 2 ReI12,12	a1	2 − 	a2	2 , 25
da1a2
*
dr
+ il2
*
− l1a1a2
* = − I11,11 + I22,22 − 2I11,22
+ 2I12,12a1a2
* . 26
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|Here the transfer of energy between modes 1 and 2 is con-
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 126, No. 3, September 2009trolled by the familiar matrix element 2 ReI12,12= f12. Nu-
merical tests not shown here for lack of space reveal that
Eqs. 24–26 are an excellent approximation to the full
equations. Solution to equations like Eqs. 21 and 22 with
constant coefficients are easily obtained by eigenvector
analysis. Here we are primarily interested in the exponential
decay rates given by the eigenvalues which are, =−f12
+1+2f122 + 1−22. In the absence of attenuation
the eigenvalues are 2f12 and zero, so the approach to modal
energy equipartition is dictated by 2f12. When small attenu-
ation is added to the picture such that f121 ,2, the eigen-
values are slightly modified giving 2f12+1+2 and 1+2;
that is to say, we have the coupling induced rate to equipar-
tition superimposed on the slow overall attenuation decay of
the mode amplitudes. This might be the case when the acous-
tic frequency is high or for deep-water propagation where n
is small. If the attenuation is larger such that f121 ,2 the
approach to equipartition is dramatically changed. In this
1500
1500
FIG. 2. Simulation and theoretical
predictions for mode energy upper
panel and cross-mode coherence
lower panel for a few modes. In the
upper panel energy for modes 17, 20,
and 25 are plotted for the Monte Carlo
simulation red, Dozier–Tappert
model Eq. 20; green, and the full
coherence matrix calculation Eq.
17; blue. In the lower panel cross-
mode coherences between mode 20
and modes 21, 23, and 25 are shown.
Monte Carlo simulation results are
shown in red, while model results
from Eq. 17 are shown in blue.0
0case the eigenvalues are f12+21 and f12+22, and the at-
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tenuation dominates the exponential decay of the modes; this
is the case in shallow water.
For the cross-mode coherence the solution of Eq. 26 is
a1a2
*r = a1a2
*0eil1−l2*re−I11,11−2I11,22+I22,22re−2I12,12r.
27
In the coherence solution attenuation only enters through the
first exponential term and results in a slow decay of each of
the initial mode amplitudes. The remaining terms are to be
physically interpreted as phase randomization terms caused
by adiabatic effects and coupling: the adiabatic terms are
addressed first. In the adiabatic approximation the coupling
matrices are diagonal and thus the cross-mode coherence can
be easily written as
anap
*r = anap
*0eiln−lp*r exp− 12
0r nnrdr
− 

0
r
pprdr2 , 28
where it has been assumed here that the coupling matrices
are Gaussian random variables. The term in the exponent of
Eq. 28 is one-half the adiabatic phase structure function:
The phase structure function has a deep connection to coher-
ence Flatté et al., 1979. In terms of the coherence matrices
used in this paper the result is
1
2
0r nnrdr − 
0r pprdr2
= Inn,nn + Ipp,pp − 2Inn,ppr , 29
where it has been assumed that rrc. Hence the second
exponential term in Eq. 27 is immediately recognized to be
the adiabatic contribution resulting from the adiabatic phase
structure function.
The last exponential term in Eq. 27 comes from mode
coupling and has both real and imaginary parts. Here the
coherence decay from mode coupling goes with the rate
2 ReI12,12= f12, which is exactly half the rate driving the
modes to energy equipartition. If adiabatic effects are weak,
then the coherence decay is dominated by coupling and thus
mode energy and cross-mode coherence decay at similar
rates. In deep-water environments and for frequencies of or-
der tens to hundreds of hertz it has been found that adiabatic
effects are indeed weak and coupling is dominant Dozier
and Tappert, 1978a, 1978b; Colosi and Flatté, 1996. A
multi-mode numerical example, demonstrating the relative
decay rates of mode energy and coherence in a deep-water
setting, will be presented in Sec. V. This example is signifi-
cant since previous work has suggested that generally the
coherence decays more rapidly than the modal energies Do-
zier and Tappert 1978a, 1978b; Creamer 1996: Now this
is understood to be true only in a coupling dominated re-
gime. It is important to note that in shallow-water environ-
ments it has been shown by Monte Carlo simulation that
cross-mode coherences do decay more rapidly than the mode
energies Creamer, 1996. The physical interpretation of this
result confirmed by theoretical evaluation of Eq. 16 for
1032 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 126, No. 3, September 2009shallow water is that shallow-water environments have a
strong adiabatic component to mode propagation through
random linear internal waves. A full treatment of shallow-
water issues is beyond the scope of the present paper and
will be addressed in subsequent work.
V. COMPARISONS TO MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
To exemplify the accuracy of the cross-mode coherence
transport equation and to further illustrate some of the con-
cepts previously put forth, comparisons between Monte
Carlo simulations of mode propagation through random re-
alizations of internal waves and results from the theory are
presented. To not broaden the scope of this paper too much
we only present a deep-water setting where attenuation is
absent see the Appendix for details. Following Morozov
and Colosi 2005, 2007 and as demonstrated in Fig. 1, a
100-Hz directed acoustical beam is considered. For this case
the initial mode excitation distribution is centered on mode
20 with a width of roughly 5; a total of N=60 modes is
considered. Figure 2 shows a comparison between mode en-
ergy and cross -mode coherence results for the Monte Carlo
simulation based on 500 realizations and predictions based
on Eq. 17. In Fig. 2 for clarity of presentation only a few
mode combinations are displayed in the neighborhood of the
mode number 20, but the results are very similar for other
combinations. It must be noted that in the lower panel of Fig.
2 results are presented for the normalized cross-mode coher-
ence, that is, 	anap
*	r /	an	2r	ap	2r. The theory is
seen to very accurately predict the range evolution of the
cross-mode coherence matrix. It should be noted that the
decay of the cross-mode coherences by roughly 1500-km
range in this example is not inconsistent with basin-scale
deep-water observations showing time resolved acoustic
wavefronts up to 5000-km range Worcester et al., 1999.4
These wavefronts are due to coherence of the modes across
frequency, a problem that will be treated in future work.
The previous comparison is compelling but the most im-
portant result is for the real acoustic observable of mean
intensity. Figure 3 shows calculations of mean intensity
based on the Monte Carlo simulation, and the theory, as well
as a calculation of the unperturbed intensity. Example re-
ceiver depths are 1.0 km, which is the sound channel axis
and 2.2 km, which is in the deep shadow zone of the unper-
turbed beam. Cylindrical spreading effects are removed from
Fig. 3. The Monte Carlo simulation and the theory prediction
are seen to be quite different from the unperturbed intensity,
demonstrating the well known effect that internal wave can
cause a significant mean change in intensity as well as a
fluctuation. In particular, for the receiver in the deep shadow
zone a difference of 10 dB or more is evident at long range.
Most importantly however is the accuracy of the theory com-
pared to the Monte Carlo calculation; rms differences are
less than a decibel, and perhaps primarily due to sampling
uncertainty in the Monte Carlo calculation.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented some further analysis of Creamer’s
transport equation for the cross-mode coherence matrix
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Creamer, 1996. Three main results are found. First, the di-
agonal elements of the transport equations which dictate the
range evolution of the mode energy are seen to be roughly
independent of the off-diagonal elements of the cross-mode
coherence matrix. Second, in the deep-water cases addressed
here the off-diagonal elements of the cross coherence matrix
are seen to evolve in range at similar rates to the diagonal
elements or the mode energy. This result comes from a domi-
nance of mode coupling phase randomization effects over
those from adiabatic randomization. In shallow-water cases,
not treated in detail in this paper but in others Creamer,
1996 it is found that the opposite is true; cross-mode coher-
ences decay much more rapidly than mode energy because
the mode coupling rates are so slow and the adiabatic effect
is so strong. Finally, it is shown that Creamer’s 1996 trans-
port equation can be used to accurately predict low fre-
quency mean intensity for sound transmission through inter-
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J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 126, No. 3, September 2009Challenges now are to understand the breakdown of the
theory at higher frequency where the coupling gets stronger
and to extend the theory to include cross-mode coherence
between two different frequencies and thereby treat pulse
propagation. The limitations of this 2D approach compared
to the 3D treatment of Voronovich and Ostashev 2009 are
also of fundamental interest. In addition the accuracy of the
model in shallow-water environments where attenuation ef-
fects are important needs to be established. Finally compari-
sons to observations will provide the ultimate test of the
utility of the theory and assumed ocean model as an acoustic
prediction tool.
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APPENDIX: MONTE CARLO SIMULATION AND
MODEL CALCULATIONS
In this paper, example calculations are presented utiliz-
ing a simple deep-water environment, in which attenuation is
neglected. A 2D sound-speed field of the form cr ,z= c¯z
+cr ,z is considered, where c is the internal wave pertur-
bation which is small compared to the mean c¯z. The mean
sound-speed profile is modeled using the Munk canonical
form Munk, 1974
c¯z = c01 + e−2z−za/B + 2z − za/B − 1 , A1
with parameters c0=1500 m /s, the sound channel axial
depth za=1000 m, B=1000 m, and =0.005 515. The total
water depth is chosen to be D=4000 m, and the background
density is 0=1025 kg /m3. Internal-wave-induced sound-
speed perturbations, c, are modeled using the method of
Colosi and Brown 1998; however, instead of using the
Garrett–Munk spectrum the approximation in Eq. 8 is uti-
lized. In these calculations the buoyancy frequency profile
has an exponential form Nz=N0e−z/B, where B=1000 m
and N0=5 cph. In our numerical calculations a maximum
internal wave mode number of 100 is used, and internal
waves with horizontal scales from 0.5 to 1600 km are simu-
lated. Finally, the fractional sound-speed variance is modeled
to be
2z = 0
2Nz/Nref3, A2
where 0
2=6.2610−8 and Nref=3 cph. It should be noted,
however, that the actual simulation profile of 2z will be
modified from Eq. A2 near the ocean surface and bottom
since the internal-wave vertical modes have a zero displace-
ment boundary condition see Flatte and Colosi, 2008.
Monte Carlo numerical simulations were carried out
with the aforementioned environmental parameters. A
100-Hz acoustical beam is considered Morozov and Colosi
2005, 2007, where the initial condition is
an0 = Na
−1k0/

0
D
nz/0ze−k0
2z − zs
2/2dz , A3
with =40, zs=2000 m, and Na is a normalization factor
such that n=1
N 	an0	2=1. The maximum mode number N is
60, and the mode number with the largest initial energy is
mode 20. The coupled mode equations are solved for random
realizations of the internal-wave-induced sound-speed per-
turbations by transforming Eq. 3 to be expressed in terms
of the mode amplitude an instead of n; the coupled equa-
tions are then solved using eigenvector techniques, as de-
scribed in Dozier and Tappert 1978a, 1978b and Creamer
1996. A total of 500 realizations of anr was computed to
obtain ensemble averages of the cross-mode coherence ma-
trix and the mean intensity.
1Equation 16 is equivalent to Eq. 17 in Creamer 1996.
1034 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 126, No. 3, September 20092Importantly if attenuation is neglected the resulting symmetry of the ma-
trices means that Eq. 17 conserves energy, that, is d /drn=1N 	an	2r
=0.
3Ignoring the exponentials is a small attenuation, high frequency approxi-
mation. In the absence of attenuation there is a coupling resonance condi-
tion that selects only the internal-wave wavenumber that matches the beat
wavenumber kmn. Physically, attenuation broadens the resonance condition
so that more internal-wave wavenumbers contribute to the coupling Co-
losi, 2008.
4The initial condition in this example is clearly different from the point
source initial condition in the observations.
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